The significance of engaging, up-to-date content in the crypto world is immense, with memes being a powerful medium for communication and engagement. AiDoge revolutionizes meme generation by harnessing artificial intelligence (AI) to create high-quality, relevant, timely memes.

AiDoge addresses meme creation challenges using AI to generate creative memes aligned with crypto trends. The platform utilizes a token ecosystem with the native $AI token as the primary currency for purchasing meme generation credits.

AiDoge fosters a vibrant community through staking, rewarding stakers with credits, and featuring a feed for sharing and voting on memes. The public wall displays the latest community-created memes, rewarding popular creators with $AI tokens.
The AiDoge platform provides an AI-driven meme generation experience for users, adapting to the ever-changing crypto world. It employs advanced AI technology for creating relevant memes based on user-provided text prompts. Key aspects include the AI-powered meme generator, text-based prompts, and $AI tokens for purchasing credits.

AiDoge's generator uses cutting-edge AI algorithms to create contextually relevant memes, trained on extensive meme datasets and crypto news. This ensures high-quality, up-to-date memes.

Users provide text prompts for meme generation. The AI processes the input and creates relevant, engaging memes, making meme creation accessible to all without the need for any design skills or specific knowledge.

$AI tokens serve as the primary currency within AiDoge, used to buy credits for generating memes. This ensures the platform's sustainability and continuous development.

In short, AiDoge offers an innovative meme generation solution, leveraging advanced AI technology, user-friendly prompts, and a token-based credit system to revolutionize meme creation and cultivate a thriving crypto community.
The $AI token is the native currency of the AiDoge ecosystem, serving as the primary means for purchasing credits and engaging with the platform's features.

The $AI token plays a central role in the AiDoge ecosystem, with its primary functions being:

1. Purchasing credits: Users can use $AI tokens to buy credits, which are then spent on generating memes.

2. Staking: $AI tokens can be staked by users to receive daily credit rewards and other benefits.

3. Voting and rewards: $AI tokens are used as incentives for community members who participate in voting on memes and creating popular content.

The total supply of the token will be 1 trillion (1,000,000,000,000) and the initial exchange offering price will be $0.00003360, setting a fully diluted market cap at launch of $33,600,000.

Presale (50%): A total of 50% of the $AI tokens will be sold during a presale event. This sale aims to raise funds for the project's development and marketing efforts.

Company Vesting (12.5%): A total of 12.5% of the $AI tokens will be allocated to the company, with a vesting period of 10 years. This long-term vesting schedule demonstrates the team's commitment to the project's success.
Vested Reserve (12.5%): Up to 12.5% of the $AI tokens will be sold at the listing price and vested as USDT or ETH. These funds will be used for price management or other needs, as and when required by the project.

Liquidity and Listings (12.5%): A total of 12.5% of the $AI tokens will be dedicated to liquidity provision and exchange listings. This allocation ensures the $AI token remains liquid and easily tradable.

Community Rewards Programs (12.5%): 12.5% of the $AI tokens will be used for community rewards programs. These programs are designed to incentivize user participation and engagement on the platform, including the creation and voting of memes, staking $AI tokens, and contributing to the platform's growth.
The AiDoge ecosystem offers users the opportunity to stake $AI tokens, earning daily credit rewards and accessing platform features. Staking is crucial for long-term engagement and platform stability. This section discusses the staking mechanism, daily credit rewards, and staking benefits.

**Staking Mechanism**

- AiDoge's staking mechanism lets users lock tokens in a staking contract. Users deposit $AI tokens into a compatible wallet and stake the desired amount on the AiDoge platform. The tokens are locked for the chosen duration, and users receive daily credit rewards proportional to their staked amount.

- Stakers may gain exclusive access to premium features, such as early access to new templates, special contests, or platform enhancements. Staking $AI tokens may also grants voting rights for platform development decisions.

- AiDoge prioritizes the security of staked tokens, employing multiple layers of protection, including utilising secure, audited staking contracts to safeguard staked tokens and minimize risk.
The AiDoge platform features a public wall showcasing the latest community-created memes. This interactive space enables users to share creations, discover new memes, and engage through voting. The public wall and voting system foster a vibrant community.

**Public Wall**

The public wall is a dynamic space within AiDoge where users view and share AI-generated memes. The wall includes filters and sorting options, allowing users to browse memes based on criteria like popularity, recency, or specific themes.

**Voting Mechanism**

AiDoge's voting mechanism lets users vote on others' memes, promoting the best memes and encouraging competition. Users can upvote or downvote memes, determining its rank on the public wall, with higher scores resulting in increased visibility.

Incentivizing high-quality memes and voting participation, AiDoge rewards top memes with $AI tokens. Each month, memes with the highest scores are selected as winners. Creators of winning memes receive $AI token rewards. $AI rewards encourage content creation, contributing to the AiDoge community's growth and success.
### Roadmap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q1 2023</strong></td>
<td>- AI Market Research&lt;br&gt;- Whitepaper&lt;br&gt;- Branding&lt;br&gt;- Tokenomics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q2 2023</strong></td>
<td>- Site Build&lt;br&gt;- Presale &amp; Token Development&lt;br&gt;- SolidProof Contract Audit&lt;br&gt;- Presale ICO Launch&lt;br&gt;- Platform Development Begins&lt;br&gt;- CEX &amp; DEX Listings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q3 2023</strong></td>
<td>- Staking Platform To Allow Users To Build Up Credits&lt;br&gt;- Platform Signup Launches&lt;br&gt;- Platform Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q4 2023</strong></td>
<td>- AI Meme Generation Platform&lt;br&gt;- Credit System&lt;br&gt;- User Credits Based On $AI Staking Balance&lt;br&gt;- Public Wall For Memes Created By The Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q1 2024</strong></td>
<td>- Users Able To Vote On Memes Published By The Community&lt;br&gt;- $AI Paid Out For The Best Community-Voted Memes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q2 2024</strong></td>
<td>- Memes Able To Be Minted As Fractionalized NFTs&lt;br&gt;- Enhanced Partnerships With The Biggest Meme Platforms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AiDoge, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts and any apps as presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this whitepaper, on the website or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. The AiDoge smart contracts are open-source, security-audited and permanent. The token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions and is not and cannot be considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. The token is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset-backed stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope.

This whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation or offer to invest in the token or acquire or use tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit therefrom. Any user of AiDoge represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading this whitepaper or the website, and/or using any portion or element of AiDoge, including the token. The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, token, platform, software or interface, including AiDoge, and further disavows any claim of any kind against any community member directly or indirectly involved with AiDoge, for any damage suffered, including total loss.

Purchasing $AI tokens involves an element of risk and may lead to the loss of a substantial part or the entirety of the principal monies advanced. Before purchasing $AI tokens, diligently and thoroughly assess and take into account the risks identified in this whitepaper, as well as others risks not included or anticipated in this document. Only purchase $AI tokens if you fully understand the tokenomics of $AI supply and issuance and the $AI economy.

Crypto assets can be subject to expropriation and/or theft. Computer hackers or other malicious groups or organisations may attempt to interfere with the AiDoge platform in a number of different ways – these may include malware attacks, distributed denial of service attacks and consensus-based exploits such as a 51% attack that could result in the loss of $AI tokens or the loss of the ability to access $AI tokens. Because of the immutable nature of blockchain transactions there may be no remedy if a successful attack by malicious actors was to take place against the Ethereum chain that the AiDoge platform is built on.

Crypto assets are not regulated as financial instruments and there is no refund or compensation available from regulatory bodies such as the UK’s Financial Services Compensation Scheme and similar bodies in other jurisdictions. The regulatory status of crypto assets remains in flux and varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, presenting owners of crypto assets with a level of legal uncertainty. It is possible that in the future, certain laws, regulations, policies or rules relating to crypto assets, blockchain technology or decentralized applications may be implemented that affect or restrict token holders’ acquisition, ownership rights, and ability to buy, sell, convert or use crypto assets.

Uncertainties regarding tax legislation relating to crypto assets could leave token holders exposed to unforeseen consequences such as taxable events retrospectively applied or to be applied in the future. Each prospective $AI purchaser should weigh up their own individual appetite for risk and consider consulting an independent financial adviser before making any decisions. Readers of this whitepaper may also need to consult a tax professional, accountant, lawyer or other professionals in order to fully satisfy themselves regarding any outstanding matters related to how the AiDoge platform is designed and operated, before deciding whether a purchase of $AI tokens would be in line with their risk profile. Cryptocurrencies may be unregulated in your jurisdiction. The value of cryptocurrencies may go down as well as up. Profits may be subject to capital gains or other taxes applicable in your jurisdiction.